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Abstract 

Nuclear quantum effects influence the structure and dynamics of hydrogen bonded systems, such 

as water, which impacts their observed properties with widely varying magnitudes. This review 

highlights the recent significant developments in the experiment, theory and simulation of 

nuclear quantum effects in water. Novel experimental techniques, such as deep inelastic neutron 

scattering, now provide a detailed view of the role of nuclear quantum effects in water’s 
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properties. These have been combined with theoretical developments such as the introduction of 

the competing quantum effects principle that allows the subtle interplay of water’s quantum 

effects and their manifestation in experimental observables to be explained. We discuss how this 

principle has recently been used to explain the apparent dichotomy in water’s isotope effects, 

which can range from very large to almost nonexistent depending on the property and conditions. 

We then review the latest major developments in simulation algorithms and theory that have 

enabled the efficient inclusion of nuclear quantum effects in molecular simulations, permitting 

their combination with on-the-fly evaluation of the potential energy surface using electronic 

structure theory. Finally, we identify current challenges and future opportunities in the area. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the low mass of the proton and the central role of hydrogen bonding Nuclear Quantum 

Effects (NQEs), such as Zero-Point Energy (ZPE) and tunneling, can play an important role in 

determining water’s static and dynamical properties. Understanding these effects and developing 

methods to efficiently simulate them are thus vital to obtain a chemically accurate description of 

water’s properties from simulations, and to elucidate experimentally observed static and kinetic 

isotope effects. While aspects of NQEs in water have been reviewed previously(1), there have 

been significant recent developments such as an improved theoretical understanding of their role 

in modulating hydrogen bond strengths, new algorithms to efficiently include them in 

simulations, and new experimental techniques to probe them.  

In particular, the competing quantum effects picture has provided significant insights into 

the interplay between different NQEs in the hydrogen bond(2-7). This concept is based around 

the observation that NQEs lead to an extension of the Oxygen (O) – Hydrogen (H) covalent bond 

allowing the protons to be more shared (delocalized) between hydrogen bonded pairs of water 

molecules as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. This effect acts to strengthen the hydrogen bond. 

However, quantum fluctuations also allow the protons to spread in the other directions, leading 

to distorted and hence weaker hydrogen bonds as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. Which of 

these effects dominates is strongly determined by the distance between the oxygen atoms of the 

hydrogen bonded water molecules with short hydrogen bonds being made stronger upon the 

inclusion of NQEs while long ones are made weaker. This concept of “competing quantum 

effects”, has been shown during the last decade to be a highly useful organizing principle to 

provide a much clearer understanding of the large variation in the magnitude of isotope effects 

observed in water(2, 4-6).  
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This theoretical picture has been coupled with new algorithms, which have greatly 

reduced the cost of performing simulations that include NQEs – in some cases yielding schemes 

with costs comparable to those of the corresponding classical simulation(8-16). These 

algorithmic advances have allowed simulations of liquid water with NQEs to be performed 

where the molecular interactions are computed using on-the-fly electronic structure 

calculations(5, 17-22) and on potential energy surfaces fit to high-level ab initio calculations(23-

27). In addition, experimental techniques such as deep inelastic neutron scattering (DINS) are 

now able to probe the proton and oxygen momentum distributions and quantum kinetic energies, 

providing intriguing new observations of these quantum properties of the nuclei at 

thermodynamic conditions ranging from supercooled to supercritical water, and environments 

ranging from the bulk to hydrophobic confinement(26, 28-42). 

Given the vast range of environments and aqueous systems in which NQEs can occur this 

review cannot hope to be comprehensive. Hence our focus in this review is to highlight some of 

the latest developments in the application of theory, modeling and experiments to NQEs in water 

and offer a perspective on how these developments will build into new discoveries in the future. 

First, we summarize experimental isotope effects observed in the static and dynamic properties 

of water with an emphasis on large and seemingly anomalous effects. Second, we discuss recent 

theoretical and simulation work that has allowed many of these effects to be elucidated. We then 

summarize methods for the efficient and accurate inclusion of NQEs in simulations to obtain 

static and dynamical properties of water. Finally, we summarize the ongoing challenges and 

opportunities that remain in understanding and modeling NQEs in water. 

 

2. Experimental Observations of Nuclear Quantum Effects in Water 
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In this section, we provide a brief overview of various micro- and macroscopic properties 

of water that exhibit notable experimental isotope effects. In particular, we will emphasize that 

while many experiments suggest that NQEs act to weaken the hydrogen bond, leading to a less 

structured liquid and a more mobile hydrogen bonded network in H2O than in the less quantum 

mechanical D2O, this is not always the case, and can depend both on the conditions and the 

property of interest. Where appropriate in this section we included mention of relevant 

simulation work used to analyze the experiments. However, the bulk of the simulation work and 

the theoretical origins of water’s seemingly ambivalent response to the inclusion of NQEs are 

covered in more detail in Sec. 3. 

Isotope effects for a range of properties are summarized in Table 1 upon exchanging H 

for Deuterium (D) or Tritium (T), or 16O for 18O. While H2O and D2O data are available for 

many of water’s properties in its numerous chemical phases, much more limited data is available 

for H2
18O and T2O. We have included values for H2

18O where available, because it has the same 

molecular mass as D2O thus allowing one to compare the influence of the molecular mass, which 

changes on 16O/18O substitution, and effects due to the moment of inertia and proton ZPE that 

change upon H/D substitution. At the outset it is interesting to note that water’s seeming 

ambivalence to quantum effects for some properties is reflected in the fact that prokaryotic 

organisms such as bacteria can tolerate pure D2O conditions(43), while deuterating about 30% of 

plant’s and mammal’s water can be lethal(44-46).  

 

2.1 Energy Scales of Quantum Effects in Water 

Isotope effects in water range from those observed at ambient conditions, which can often 

be attributed to the ZPE in the O-H stretch or other degrees of freedom, to those at high pressures 
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or low temperatures where tunneling and proton delocalization become particularly 

important(47-54). The ZPE of the O-H stretch is equivalent to a ~2000 K rise in temperature 

along that coordinate and is modulated by the local hydrogen bonded structure of water, for 

example in different phases, at interfaces or in the presence of solutes. At high pressures and/or 

low temperatures, the uncertainty in the proton’s position becomes comparable to the distance 

between the minima in the potential energy surface. This can lead to proton tunneling and 

extensive delocalization that are strongly coupled to changes in the distances between oxygen 

atoms(2, 18, 55). 

NQEs manifest as isotope effects upon substitution of H for D or T, or 16O for 18O. While 

it is common to view deuterated water as a “classical” analogue of water, it is important to note 

that although D2O and T2O have smaller NQEs, they are not classical species. The vibrational 

frequencies in Table 1 allow one to estimate that the ZPE in liquid water is ~21 kJ/mol per O-H 

stretch, and that the O-D and O-T stretches still possess ZPEs of ~15 kJ/mol and ~12 kJ/mol 

respectively, i.e. still ~71% and ~58% of that in H2O. One can also estimate the total harmonic 

contribution to the zero-point energy in the gas phase to be ~54 kJ/mol for H2O and ~40 kJ/mol 

for D2O. These estimates give an idea of the energetic scale of NQEs at room temperature, as 

compared to the classical contribution to the (intramolecular) kinetic energy of 3.7 kJ/mol at 300 

K. In addition, while 16O/18O substitution generally gives rise to small isotope effects, they are 

widely used in atmospheric isotope fractionation studies that form crucial inputs to climate 

modeling(56, 57).  

 

2.2 Thermodynamic Properties 
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Gas phase properties of the water molecule are shown in Table 1. The covalent bond 

energies exhibit a quantum effect, with the O-D bond being about 1.6% stronger than the O-H 

bond. This amounts to a difference of 7.5 kJ/mol which is largely accounted for by the difference 

in the O-H and O-D ZPEs of 5.8 kJ/mol. D2O has essentially the same gas phase dipole moment 

as H2O, which is perhaps not unexpected given that their bond length and angles are almost 

identical (less than 0.05% difference in both cases)(58). However, D2O has a dimer dissociation 

energy that is about 12.7% larger than H2O, suggesting D forms a substantially stronger 

hydrogen bond than H in the gas phase. In addition, the relative stabilities of the low temperature 

structures of the water hexamer have also been shown to be highly sensitive to NQEs(59-61). 

A number of observations suggest that the stronger hydrogen bond observed for D2O in 

the gas phase is also present in the liquid. For example, the melting point is increased by 3.82 K 

upon deuteration, which is indicative of the idea that D forms a stronger hydrogen bond that 

leads to an increase in the stability of ice over the liquid. The temperature of maximum density 

(TMD) is increased by 7.21 K upon deuteration and hence the difference between the melting 

point and TMD increases from 3.73 K to 7.37 K, indicating that a universality scaling to the 

TMD is insufficient to account for these isotope effects. The effect of NQEs and isotope 

substitution on the melting point(62-64), TMD(4, 63) and phase diagram of water(65) has been 

quite well reproduced theoretically through simulations using the q-TIP4P/F water model. The 

heat capacity for the liquid is also considerably larger for D2O than for H2O at a given 

temperature (see Table 1), and recent work of Vega and coworkers has highlighted that this is a 

reflection of the importance of NQEs in water even at ambient conditions(66). Comparison of 

the molar densities, both at the temperature of maximum density and at 298 K, reveals a small 

contraction for D2O and T2O, and a small expansion of H2
18O. Although it may be tempting to 
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interpret these changes in density as suggesting stronger hydrogen bonding in the more dense 

D2O and T2O, one should be careful since due to the directional nature of hydrogen bonds 

stronger hydrogen bonding can lead to decreased density (e.g. as observed in simulations based 

on Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the Generalized Gradient Approximation 

(GGA) descriptions of water(67)). The pH of liquid water is also increased from 7.0 to 7.4 upon 

deuteration and rises to 7.6 upon tritiation(68, 69). This data is consistent with a quasiharmonic 

scaling that predicts that the pKa varies as the inverse square root of the particle mass(8). Given 

this relation one can extrapolate to the classical (infinite mass) limit which implies that the pH of 

“classical” water would be ~8.5; i.e. a ~30-fold change in the acid dissociation constant. 

All of these observations are broadly consistent with a picture that NQEs weaken the 

hydrogen bond in liquid water and therefore that the hydrogen bond is strengthened upon 

deuteration.  However, other properties are not consistent with such an interpretation. For 

example, the critical temperatures of D2O and T2O are lower than those for H2O, suggesting that 

at these higher temperatures NQEs act to strengthen hydrogen bonds – in contrast to the 

observed behavior at lower temperatures. Comparison of the liquid/vapor surface tension also 

indicates a seemingly anomalously smaller value for D2O relative to H2O. 

With H/D substitution the volume of liquid water and of ice Ih increases by 0.1%. This 

increase is anomalous as many liquids and solids exhibit a volume decrease upon substitution 

with a heavy isotope(70). Furthermore, the magnitude of the change for water is anomalously 

small for a hydrogen bonded compound. Figure 2 shows experimental data for the change in O-O 

bond length with H/D substitution for a wide range of compounds. This is referred to as the 

secondary geometric isotope effect. The primary geometric isotope effect refers to changes in the 

O-H bond lengths. Figure 2 also compares the experimental results with the predictions based on 
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the simple diabatic state model discussed in Sec. 3.4(2). Of particular note is that for liquid water 

and ice Ih the effect (~0.001 Å) is relatively small, highlighting that the competing quantum 

effects in water under these conditions almost exactly cancel. Similar results and conclusions 

have been obtained from path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations as discussed 

below(70). 

 

2.3 Spectroscopic Properties 

X-ray spectroscopies(71, 72) that probe the local structure in liquid water have provided 

further evidence that D2O makes stronger hydrogen bonds than H2O at room temperature. X-ray 

Raman Scattering (XRS)(71) experiments have been used to compare the structure of H2O and 

D2O at different temperatures, revealing that the structure of H2O at a lower temperature appears 

similar to that of D2O. XRS, X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)(73-75) and X-ray Emission 

Spectroscopy (XES)(76-78) have been used to propose and probe the balance of two structural 

classes of hydrogen bonds, tetrahedral and asymmetric, in liquid water. By comparing the 

XRS(71) spectroscopic features assigned to the asymmetric species, it was observed that H2O’s 

asymmetric hydrogen bonds show enhanced asymmetry compared to D2O. This asymmetry is 

present even when the effect of an offset in temperature was taken into account. In addition, 

comparing the vibrationally resolved spectra for H2O, D2O and HDO(72) using resonantly 

excited XES in which asymmetrically hydrogen bonded molecules (with one strong and one 

weak/broken hydrogen bond in the HDO liquid) were selectively excited, a strong preference 

was observed for OD as the strong and OH as the weak/broken hydrogen bond. A ratio as high as 

1.5(0.2):1 was found compared to the 1:1 ratio that would be expected for classical water(72). 

Hence, the common practice in femtosecond pump-probe vibrational spectroscopies, where 
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dilute HDO in either H2O or D2O is probed on the assumption that the OH and OD stretches 

probe the same hydrogen bond situations with equal statistical weight, is challenged when NQEs 

are considered. 

The concept that D2O is a more structured liquid than H2O at ambient temperatures is 

also supported by X-ray, -ray and neutron scattering experiments(79-81). These studies indicate 

a general broadening of structural features in going from heavy to light water where the Radial 

Distribution Functions (RDF) for liquid D2O appears slightly more structured, characterized by 

more pronounced peaks in the O-O RDF as shown in Fig. 3, than those for liquid H2O with the 

O-H covalent bond being longer than the O-D bond by as much as ~3%(80). In turn the 

hydrogen bond is shorter by ~4%, the first intermolecular OH peak is more asymmetric, and the 

first HH intermolecular distance is ~2% longer, in H2O compared to D2O(80). However, other 

neutron scattering results using oxygen substitution and using a different analysis technique(82) 

have suggested the covalent bond length change upon deuteration to be significantly smaller at 

around 0.5%(83, 84). Hence there still remain significant uncertainties in the experimental 

difference between the RDFs for light and heavy water. The enhanced hydrogen bonding 

asymmetry in H2O compared to D2O deduced from XRS(71) is thus further supported by the 

combined X-ray and neutron scattering data(80). 

 

2.4 Dynamical Properties 

Data on how isotopic substitution affects the dynamical properties of water are also listed 

in Table 1. In particular we report information on the translational diffusion, rotational diffusion, 

the dielectric relaxation time, and the (dynamic) viscosity. These are all also consistent with D 

having a stronger hydrogen bond at around 300 K with the mobility of D2O about 20-30% lower 
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than that of H2O. The rise in the viscosity of 23% upon deuteration is accompanied with a fall in 

diffusion of 23%, consistent with Stokes-Einstein behavior. It is important to note that isotope 

substitution gives rise to bigger proportional changes in the dynamical properties than those 

observed for most static properties. This is partially since dynamical events are driven by rare 

fluctuations in the hydrogen bond network that are altered much more by quantum effects than 

the average value of the properties.   However, it is also because even in the classical limit 

changing H to D results in a change in the dynamics, unlike static equilibrium properties, due to 

the increase in the mass. This trivial contribution, which does not arise from NQEs, results in a 

slowing of dynamical properties upon substituting H for D. This slowing ranges from a factor of 

(mH/mD)1/2=0.707 if the dynamical process arises from pure ballistic motion of the substituted 

atom, to (mH2O/mD2O)1/2=0.949 if the process involves ballistic motion of the center of mass of 

the water molecule. Notably, NMR experiments(85) show that at higher temperatures (around 

573 K) the translational diffusion constants for D2O and H2O undergo an apparent crossover (i.e. 

their ratio drops below the expected change of 0.949). 

 

2.5 Tunneling and Proton Delocalization Effects 

At low temperatures or when water molecules are forced into close proximity (such as at 

high pressure or at interfaces), more pronounced quantum effects can occur, arising from proton 

tunneling and delocalization. In particular, experimental and theoretical studies on high pressure 

ice have shown quantum tunneling of protons in ice VII(47, 51) while higher pressure ices such 

as ice X exhibit symmetric hydrogen bonds, where the protons are located halfway between two 

water molecules(51, 86, 87). The adsorption of water on solid surfaces is an area that has 

received considerable attention from the surface science community(88-90) and on some 
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surfaces water molecules can be forced into close proximity because of their interaction with the 

substrate. The shortened distances between neighboring molecules can then lead to quantum 

proton delocalization(91), as shown for example through scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 

experiments of water clusters on Cu(110)(92) on Au-supported NaCl(001) films where it was 

possible to directly probe concerted proton tunneling in water tetramers(93). 

 

2.6 Solvation Properties 

It is also worth briefly commenting on the effect that NQEs have on changing the 

solvation behavior of species. For the solvation of large biomolecules(94, 95), small 

molecules(96-98), and ions(99) small changes have been observed in the dynamics, solvation 

free energy and  structure surrounding them upon including NQEs. Indeed, in experiments on gas 

phase HOD hydrogen bonded complexes with fluoride and iodide ions the former ion binds 

preferentially to OH and the latter to OD(99). This inversion of behavior for ions that strongly 

and weakly bind water further suggests a delicate cancellation between different NQEs. A recent 

simulation study has suggested that there is an absence of notable NQEs in the solvation of 

monovalent ions, such as Li+ and F-, due to competing quantum effects (see following 

section)(100) although another recent study treating the water molecules as rigid entities, and 

hence neglecting competing quantum effects, observed the hydrogen bond dynamics of water 

around F- to be nearly 40% faster than observed in classical simulations(101).  

When light species, such as solvated protons(102-107), hydroxide(108, 109), hydrogen 

atoms(110, 111) and electrons(112-120), which themselves exhibit notable NQEs, are solvated in 

water larger effects are often observed. For example NQEs reduce the free energy barrier to bulk 

proton transfer by a factor of ~3(121, 122). Experimentally proton diffusion has been observed to 
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be slowed by a factor of ~1.5 upon deuteration(123). Hence the excess proton in water diffuses 

~4.1 times faster than water itself whereas D+ diffuses faster by only a factor of ~3.6 in D2O. 

Hydrogen atom and muonium (Mu), an isotope of hydrogen with approximately one-ninth the 

mass, diffusion has also been studied in liquid water and hexagonal ice both by experiment(124-

126) and simulation(110, 111). In room temperature water little change in the diffusion constant 

is observed upon changing the atom from Mu to H. This has been explained by considering the 

effective swelling of the water cavity which holds the Mu atom due to the zero-point pressure 

exerted by the quantum particle on the water(110). This behavior leads to a turnover where at 

temperatures above ~300K Mu diffuses faster than H whereas below that temperature, both in 

the liquid and in hexagonal ice, H diffuses faster. At very low temperatures where tunneling 

dominates Mu is again observed to diffuse faster than H(124). 

 

2.7 Absolute Measures of Nuclear Quantum Effects 

While the change of the aforementioned properties upon isotope substitution provide an 

indication of the role of NQEs, even tritiated water is far from the classical limit, making it hard 

to assess their total contribution. Properties for which the classical limit can be predicted exactly 

are therefore particularly interesting as they give an absolute measure of NQEs.   

For instance, the logarithm of the equilibrium isotope fractionation of hydrogen and 

deuterium between liquid water and its vapor would be zero if the nuclei were classical 

particles(6). These water fractionation ratios are used to provide a means of monitoring spatial 

and historical variation in atmospheric temperatures(57). For example, fractionation ratio 

measurements from Antarctic ice cores are used to provide information about global 
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temperatures over the past 300,000 years(127). Figure 5 shows the fractionation ratio plotted as 

1000 ln(αl-v) where αl-v is defined as 
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where xZ is the mole fraction of isotope Z, l denotes the liquid phase, and v denotes the vapor 

phase. ΔA is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the process, 
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Hence a positive value (103ln α > 0) corresponds to a preference for H to reside in the gas phase 

compared to D and a negative value for it to reside in the liquid phase. If hydrogen bonds formed 

by D in the liquid are stronger than those formed by H, then one would expect an excess of D in 

the liquid, where hydrogen bonds can be formed, compared to in the gas, where they are not.   

Isotope fractionation ratios can also be shown to be directly related to the quantum kinetic 

energy difference between the isotopes(6, 8, 128, 129).  

As shown in Fig. 5 at room temperature experimentally (blue line) 103ln α is positive, 

indicating a preference for D to reside in the liquid which suggests that it forms a stronger 

hydrogen bond. However, as the temperature is raised above 493 K the sign of 103ln α inverts 

indicating that H is preferentially found in the liquid phase. This inversion, which can be 

explained by the competing quantum effects principle, provides another example that water 

exhibits a dichotomy in its NQEs under different conditions. As we will discuss in Sec. 3.2 the 

ability to model this effect is highly sensitive to the anharmonicity of the O-H stretch in the 

potential energy surface used. 

DINS experiments can be used to provide measurements of the quantum kinetic energy 

and momentum distributions of protons, deuterons and more recently heavier nuclei(130).  In the 

classical limit the total kinetic energy of a nucleus reduces to its classical equipartition value 
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(3kBT/2) and the momentum distribution is simply the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. 

However, due to the quantum nature of nuclei, both quantities vary depending on the 

environment, and can be related to the shape of the potential experienced by the nucleus(14, 35, 

42, 47, 131-134). DINS measurements thus rely on the quantum nature of nuclei to extract 

valuable information on the structure and behavior of light atoms in the condensed phase. These 

experiments have now been performed extensively on bulk water at different points of its phase 

diagram(28-30, 32-36, 38, 134) and have suggested that protons in confined water exhibit an 

anomalous excess of kinetic energy(37).  

In addition by measuring the different components of the kinetic energy tensor in 

different phases, DINS provides perhaps the most direct experimental probe of competing 

quantum effects. Specifically, Romanelli et al.(30) found that the principal values of this tensor 

changed in opposite directions when heavy-water ice melts. This significantly reduces the net 

quantum effect on the kinetic energy change, and can be related to the relatively small net 

quantum effect on the melting temperature. These experimental results agree qualitatively with 

PIMD simulations using potential energy surfaces from DFT(30). 

 

3. Simulations and Theory of Nuclear Quantum Effects in Water 

In this section, we summarize some recent insights that have been obtained from simulations of 

water. Increases in computational power and improved algorithms to include NQEs in 

simulations (discussed in Sec. 4) have led to a major surge of activity including applications to 

systems ranging from bulk liquid water to water at surfaces. This has also enabled various 

comparisons with experiment to be made and given insight into properties that are not directly 
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observable by experiment. Performing such calculations with different computational approaches 

has also made it possible to assess the reliability of different models. 

  

3.1 The Structure of Bulk Liquid Water  

Early path integral simulations of liquid water using empirical potentials employed rigid 

water molecules or described the O-H stretch using a purely harmonic potential. These studies 

appeared to show a consistent picture that NQEs weaken the hydrogen bond network in water 

leading to a less structured (lower and broader) first peak in the O-O RDF(135-138), which is 

broadly consistent with the experimental refinement of neutron and x-ray scattering data show in 

Fig. 3. To produce an equivalent change in the RDF by changing the temperature in a classical 

simulation required about a 35-40 K increase.  

However, a study using a flexible empirical water model that included anharmonic terms 

in the O-H stretch revealed that this was an incomplete picture(4). Upon including the 

anharmonicity, the ZPE allows the proton involved in the hydrogen bond to extend in the 

direction of the acceptor oxygen to form a stronger hydrogen bond. This counterbalances the 

weakening effect, resulting in a smaller total impact of NQEs. These competing quantum effects, 

first observed in water, have since been extended to explain a much wider range of hydrogen 

bonded systems using ab initio PIMD(7) (which exactly include NQEs on static properties for a 

given potential energy surface as discussed in Sec. 4). This work revealed a general trend that 

weak hydrogen bonds are weakened by NQEs while strong hydrogen bonds are strengthened by 

NQEs(7). Behind this trend is the competition between the NQEs in librational modes and the 

NQEs in stretching modes, where in relatively weak hydrogen bonds, the former dominate, and 

in relatively strong hydrogen bonds, the latter dominate.   
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The extent of this cancellation of NQEs in water however has remained a matter of 

debate since it depends sensitively on the electronic structure approach or force field used to 

model the water interaction – in particular as to the anharmonicity of the O-H coordinate. For 

example competing quantum effects were also hinted at in an earlier study using DFT(5) but a 

subsequent simulation using the same exchange-correlation functional suggested this was not the 

case(17). Due to the pioneering nature of these early path integral calculations the total time run 

in both of these simulations was less than 20 ps (including equilibration). Hence statistical error 

bars are likely to be an issue in detecting the subtle differences that occur in the O-O RDF upon 

inclusion of NQEs. However, due to the recent introduction of algorithms to efficiently include 

NQEs (14, 139) and current computational power it has now become possible to perform 

simulations long enough to exhaustively sample the O-O RDF using ab initio PIMD simulations. 

Fig. 4 shows the results obtained from two recent studies using two different GGA functionals at 

300 K. The quantum and classical nuclei RDFs shown in 4(a) were each obtained from 100 ps of 

dynamics using the recently introduced ab initio ring polymer contraction scheme(139) (see Sec. 

4.1.4) while those in 4(b) were obtained from 150 ps of classical parallel tempering followed by 

100 ps of simulation using the PIGLET(14) algorithm (see Sec. 4.1.3). In both cases the 

qualitative changes to the RDF are consistent. Namely in the first coordination shell the rise in 

the first peak occurs at a slightly shorter distance which is complemented by a lowering of the 

first O-O peak height (integration of the quantum and classical RDF’s to obtain the coordination 

number in the first shell indicates that, in both cases, the coordination number is essentially 

unchanged). The minima following the first peak of the RDF is deeper in the quantum case for 

both functionals followed by a slightly higher second peak, which suggested increased structure 

in the second coordination shell. Inspection of the 3D distribution function in 4(c) for the BLYP 
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exchange correlation functional allows one to pinpoint the origin of the increased structure of the 

second peak: interstitial configurations, corresponding to distorted H-bond geometries become 

less abundant in the presence of NQEs, with an increase in density in the region at about 4 Ǻ 

corresponding to the second neighbor in ice Ih. This destabilization of interstitial defects may 

explain the counter-intuitive structure-enhancing effect of quantum delocalization. However, 

despite the consistency of these two GGA functionals as to the influence of NQEs on liquid 

water’s structure more accurate descriptions of its electronic structure may alter this balance.  

 While there is undoubtedly a degree of cancellation of different quantum effects on the 

O-O RDF, quantum effects on individual H-bond coordinates can be dramatic. The fluctuations 

of a proton along the covalent bond direction increase almost tenfold relative to a classical 

simulation. It was observed that, as a consequence of quantum fluctuations, protons in liquid 

water experience transient excursions bringing them closer to the acceptor than donor oxygen 

atom(18, 19). Analysis of the electron densities (by means of maximally localized Wannier 

functions) (140) showed that these extreme quantum fluctuations are stabilized by considerable 

electron density rearrangements. However, the number of these excursions in liquid water 

remains a matter of debate since different DFT exchange-correlation functionals predict that 

these events occur for between 0.5% and 0.05% of the protons in water at a given time(18, 19). 

Quantum fluctuations along the hydrogen bond direction can also favor genuine 

autoprotolysis, and transition to delocalized-proton, super-ionic states. PIMD simulations of 

liquid water at 10GPa and 750 K, where the density is 65% higher than that of the ambient 

liquid, also show frequent proton exchanges between water molecules when NQEs are included.  

A similar interplay of pressure-induced delocalization and nuclear quantum fluctuations has been 

shown in action in exotic phases of ice at low temperature(47, 141). 
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3.2 Isotope Fractionation as a Probe of Nuclear Quantum Effects 

To try and clarify the nature and impact of the competing quantum effects concept, a 

number of recent theoretical studies have concentrated on the ability of models to accurately 

obtain the H/D isotope fractionation ratio between liquid water and its vapor. As discussed in 

Sec. 2.7, the logarithm of this ratio would be zero in a classical simulation and is thus a very 

direct probe of NQEs since it is known very accurately under NVT conditions from 

experiments(6, 8, 18). The isotope fractionation ratio can be shown to relate directly to the 

quantum kinetic energy of the protons in water. Hence by decomposing the quantum kinetic 

energy in a molecular reference frame(6, 131, 142), one can observe the contribution of its 

different components. The different components of the kinetic energy of heavy water near its 

melting point have been obtained from DINS experiments and ab initio PIMD results using the 

BLYP functional showed good agreement with the experimental data(30).  

Based on this line of thinking, it was possible to show using PIMD simulations that the 

anharmonic flexible q-TIP4P/F model(4), which was the model originally used to suggest the 

existence of competing quantum effects in water, is able to accurately obtain the correct 

fractionation ratio over a wide range of temperatures(6) as shown in Fig. 5 (red line). Moreover it 

even accurately reproduced the experimental temperature where the fractionation ratio inverses, 

indicating that temperature affects the two competing quantum effects differently and hence can 

change their balance. This is in contrast to rigid and harmonic models, such as the harmonic q-

SPC/Fw potential in Fig. 5 (black line), which considerably overestimate the extent of 

fractionation compared to experiment and give no inversion point. By projection of the kinetic 

energy into the internal molecular coordinates it was shown that the component of the 
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fractionation arising from the O-H stretch undergoes a large cancellation (~90%) with the 

contribution of the in-plane and orthogonal librations. This example highlights that one must be 

careful when simulating quantum effects with force fields, since many force fields are 

parameterized to properties of chemical bonds near their equilibrium bond lengths. However due 

to the large amount of ZPE a quantum particle may explore a much larger part of the potential 

energy surface, where the force field may not be accurate. For example, the TTM3-F model 

which was fit to high level ab initio calculations(24) shows a qualitatively incorrect inverted 

fractionation behavior at room temperature. This arises since the slope of the TTM3-F dipole 

moment surface at large O-H bond extensions increases the charge on the H too much upon 

hydrogen bonding(6). This leads to the dominance of hydrogen bond strengthening upon 

including quantum effects and hence the incorrect inverted fractionation behavior at room 

temperature. The more extreme O-H bond lengths that lead to this failure are however extremely 

rare in classical simulations, which lack the ~21 kJ/mol of ZPE in that coordinate, and hence 

TTM3-F fares much better in classical simulations.   

Recent developments in methods to efficiently include NQEs(14) and simulate isotope 

effects(8, 129, 143, 144) have also allowed the assessment of these effects in properties such as 

the fractionation ratio when combined with an on-the-fly evaluation of the potential energy 

surface using a variety of DFT exchange-correlation functionals. Since treating competing 

quantum effects requires an accurate description of a much wider range of the potential energy 

surface, it is a sensitive probe as to whether an electronic structure method is able to correctly 

reproduce the behavior of hydrogen bonded systems. For example, recent work has studied the 

isotope fractionation of water with ab initio path integral simulations(18), to assess the role of 

including exact exchange and van der Waals corrections on the PBE and BLYP functionals. The 
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PBE functional was shown to overestimate the contribution of the O-H stretching and predicted 

inverted isotope fractionation to experiment at room temperature (103lnα=-17) while the BLYP 

functional (103lnα=62) agreed much better with experimental values (103lnα=73) and correctly 

reproduced the inversion observed in the experimental fractionation (Fig. 5 – green line), albeit 

predicting the inversion to occur at too low a temperature. Including some exact exchange in the 

PBE functional (PBE0) improved the overestimation of NQEs in the O-H stretching coordinate 

and gave the correct qualitative behavior at 300 K (103lnα=90). It was also shown that the 

magnitude of the fractionation ratio predicted was highly correlated with the number of “proton 

excursions” observed in path integral simulations of the functional. 

In addition, to assess the ability of DFT to reproduce hydrogen bond structures when 

NQEs are included another recent study benchmarked the energy of configurations in bulk water 

obtained from a variety of DFT exchange-correlation functionals against quantum Monte Carlo, 

which provides a highly accurate benchmark(145). When the configurations were obtained from 

a PIMD simulation GGA functionals gave energy errors about twice as large as for hybrids. 

However, when the configurations were taken from a classical MD simulation much smaller 

differences were observed between GGAs and hybrids. This is because quantum fluctuations 

allow the O-H atoms in a covalent bond to sometimes come closer, and GGAs tend to predict 

these bonds to be too soft in water(146, 147). Due to the local nature of this problem adding 

exact exchange(147) or a monomer correction to DFT(148) can somewhat alleviate this problem 

of the internal O-H covalent bonds in the water molecule.  

 

3.3 Water at Interfaces 
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The quantum nature of water at interfaces and under confinement has been examined in a 

number of recent simulation studies (see e.g. Refs. (91-93, 122, 149-154)), sometimes also with a 

view to understanding related experiments. These have started to reveal evidence under certain 

circumstances for quite strong quantum effects including tunneling, proton delocalization and 

hydrogen bond symmetrization. We do not attempt a comprehensive review of the literature in 

this very interesting area, but rather focus now on one particular area where strong evidence for 

such effects has been obtained. Specifically we talk now about the adsorption of water on metal 

surfaces. Various experiments and simulations(89, 90) provide evidence to suggest that in some 

adsorption systems rather short O-O separations can be obtained. This comes about because on 

metal surfaces water molecules generally bind preferentially above individual metal atoms of the 

substrate(155); for close-packed surfaces of metals with relatively small lattice constants 

molecules at adjacent sites can therefore be in close proximity. On the (111) surface of Ni, for 

example, this can in principle lead to O-O separations as short as 2.5 Å. With this in mind Li et 

al.(91) performed a series of ab initio PIMD simulations for water overlayers on several metal 

surfaces (Ni(111), Ru(0001), and Pt(111)). The particular overlayers considered were mixtures 

of water and hydroxyl molecules that form on many metal surfaces when e.g. water and oxygen 

are coadsorbed(90). Fig. 6 reports some of the key results of that study for the structures of the 

overlayers formed on the three surfaces. Specifically distributions of O-H and O-O bond lengths 

show that as one goes from the substrate with the largest lattice constant considered (Pt) to the 

one with the smallest (Ni) the degree of hydrogen bond symmetrization increases.  In some 

situations on Pt and Ru HO-H-OH-like complexes are observed (Fig. 6(g)) whereas on Ni 

protons are almost perfectly shared between neighboring molecules (Fig. 6(h)). 
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Direct experimental evidence for hydrogen bond symmetrization has yet to be obtained 

for the specific overlayers probed in Ref. (91). However, evidence for a very closely related 

adsorption structure comprised of a single H2O and a single OH has been obtained by means of 

STM on the (110) surface of copper(92). In an elegant set of highly controlled experiments, 

Kumagi et al. managed to observe the formation of a water-hydroxyl complex out of individual 

coadsorbed water and hydroxyl molecules. The complex that formed had a symmetric oval shape 

and along with complementary DFT calculations it was argued that the oval image was evidence 

for the formation of an HO-H-OH-like complex with the H between the two oxygens shared 

symmetrically. In this particular case the ZPE level along the hydrogen bond sits quite a bit 

above the very small potential energy barrier for proton transfer along the O-O axis. Kumagai et 

al. have also performed a number of similar studies of related adsorption systems and much of 

this has been reviewed recently(156). Amongst other things this work has revealed clear 

experimental evidence of hydrogen bond exchange in adsorbed water clusters(152) in support of 

earlier theoretical predictions(150). 

 

3.4 A Simple Diabatic Model of NQEs in the Hydrogen Bond 

 As discussed, while many properties suggest water becomes less structured upon increasing 

NQEs by replacing D with H. However, other properties, particularly those at higher 

temperatures suggest the opposite trend. The concept of competing quantum effects provides an 

organizing principle to understand this behavior as well as a range of other phenomena in 

hydrogen bonded systems(2, 5, 7). Figure 1 shows two hydrogen bonded water molecules and 

highlights the vibrational modes that are of particular relevance for a single O-H bond: the 

stretch, a bend in the plane of the water molecule, and a bend out of the plane of the water 
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molecule. A key property of hydrogen bonding is that the frequencies of these modes vary 

significantly with the distance R between the oxygen atoms. Furthermore, as R increases the 

hydrogen bond between the molecules becomes weaker causing stretch modes to stiffen and the 

bend modes to soften(2). 

 The physics of these competing quantum effects is captured within the potential energy 

surface (PES) given by a recently introduced simple model for hydrogen bonding based on two 

electronic diabatic states(3). The two states differ by transfer of a proton, and the model is 

similar in spirit to Empirical Valence Bond models(157-161). It uses only two free parameters; 

they describe the energy and length scale associated with the coupling of the two diabatic states. 

The key descriptors are the proton-donor acceptor distance R (i.e. the separation between the 

oxygen atoms) and the difference ε between the proton affinity (or equivalently pKa) of the 

donor and the acceptor. The model gives a ground state PES, E(R,r,) where r is the length of the 

O-H bond in the donor molecule and  is the deviation of the hydrogen bond from linearity (as 

depicted in Fig. 1). If one uses this surface to calculate the classical (harmonic) stretch and bend 

vibrational frequencies one finds that as R increases the stretch frequency increases and the bend 

frequency decreases, with associated change in their ZPE in opposite directions. This 

competition between the stretch ZPE, which favors stronger and shorter hydrogen bonds, and 

bend ZPEs, which favors longer and weaker ones, is the essence of competing quantum effects in 

hydrogen bonded systems.  

Despite its seeming simplicity this model of the hydrogen bond and its competing 

quantum effects describes a wide range of experimental observations, from bond lengths to 

vibrational frequencies, including both primary and secondary isotope effects. For example, the 

observed correlation with R of both the O-H stretch and the out of plane bending frequencies, for 
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a wide range of compounds, is quantitatively described by this model(2). Indeed, in going from 

the gas phase to liquid water the OH stretch frequency is measured experimentally to decreases 

from 3657 to 3404 cm-1(162, 163). In contrast, the OH (in-plane) bend frequency increases from 

1595 to 1644 cm-1. This clearly shows competing quantum effects: hydrogen bonding decreases 

the ZPE associated with stretch and increases that of the bend vibrations. This is also seen in 

high pressure experiments on ice VIII: with increasing pressure the frequency of the stretch 

modes decreases and those of the librational modes increase(164, 165). In addition, as shown in 

Fig. 2(b) this model also captures the dependence of the H/D secondary geometric isotope effect 

on the O-O distance, R for a wide range of compounds. 

 

4. Methods to Simulate Nuclear Quantum Effects 

NQEs must be included in any atomistic simulation that aims at capturing the whole spectrum of 

properties of systems that contain light atoms. In molecules or in solids they can often be 

modeled accurately using a harmonic or quasi-harmonic approximation. However, in liquids 

such as water, it is necessary to fully account for anharmonic and entropic effects, requiring a 

more comprehensive treatment of NQEs.  

One of the most promising approaches to include NQEs in the static equilibrium 

properties of anharmonic systems are techniques based on the Feynman path integral formulation 

of quantum mechanics(166, 167), which can be used in conjunction with Monte Carlo(168-170) 

or molecular dynamics(171-174) to treat exactly the quantum statistics of an ensemble of 

distinguishable nuclei. It will be evident already from the discussions in Sec. 3 that these 

techniques have found widespread use; mainly this is due to the combination of effective 

algorithms that have reduced their computational cost combined with increases in computational 
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power. In Sec. 4.1, we provide a brief introduction to path integral methods along with specific 

comments and recommendations about their application to liquid water. We will only consider 

distinguishable particles since nuclear exchange is expected to play a minor role in the 

description of liquid water since the two spin states, ortho and para water are closely degenerate 

in gas phase which we expect to carry over also to the condensed phase(175). For a detailed 

discussion of path integrals for bosons and fermions we direct the reader to review articles 

focusing on that topic(168, 176). 

We will then address the techniques that can be used to approximate the effects of NQEs 

on time-dependent properties. Due to the challenge of real time quantum dynamics, which is 

formally exponentially scaling in both time and dimensionality, currently no method exists that 

allows one to obtain exact results for complex condensed phase systems such as water. 

Nonetheless, significant progress has been achieved in the area of semi-classical quantum 

dynamical methods in the last decade and a discussion of these approaches will be presented in 

section 4.2. 

 

4.1 Simulating Quantum Static Properties 

Imaginary time path integral methods represent the most convenient framework to introduce 

NQEs in atomistic simulations to obtain static equilibrium properties. The path integral 

representation is based on the general expression for the expectation value of an operator: 

ˆ ˆ R  ( )O dR R O R   

where ̂  is the density operator which, for simplicity, we assume is diagonal in configuration 

space. In the case of the canonical ensemble, which we consider here (generalization to other 

ensembles is straightforward), the density operator takes the form ˆˆ= He   . Using the simple 
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property that the product of density matrices is a density matrix, 1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ( )H H He e e       , the 

expectation value can be rewritten as a path integral: 

ˆ- H
i i+1

1

1ˆ  R e  ( )
P

P

i i
i i

O dR R O R



 
  

 
  , 

where P
  . This expression is exact for any value of P, it merely replaces the density matrix 

at an inverse temperature  with a product of P density matrices at the smaller inverse 

temperature . Since there are no known analytic expressions for the density matrix of an 

arbitrary Hamiltonian at finite inverse temperature, we must resort to approximate expressions in 

practical calculations. In almost all cases, the approximations employed are exact in the limit

0  , which means that computed quantum averages are exact in the limit of infinite P and 

convergence to this limit must be carefully assessed in all calculations. Approximate expressions 

typically offer a trade-off between the speed of convergence with P and the complexity of the 

expression (computational, ease of implementation, robustness, etc.). In the following, we 

discuss the main alternatives used in practical calculations and their relevance to the study of 

liquid water. In addition, we try to offer useful advice about their use when possible. 

 

4.1.1 Second-Order Approximation: Also known as the primitive approximation, this is the 

simplest and most common approximation to the short-time thermal density matrix. It is based 

on the Trotter expansion(177), 

  2ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ( )2 2V VH T Oe e e e e
       

and is correct to order O[2]. It is particularly convenient as it leads to a classical Hamiltonian 

that is isomorphic to a “ring polymer” composed of P copies of the system, with corresponding 
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atoms connected by harmonic springs as shown in Fig. 7. P is referred to as the number of 

polymer beads. This form allows the partition function to be sampled by Monte Carlo (PIMC) or 

Molecular Dynamics (PIMD), using similar algorithms that can be used for the corresponding 

classical simulation. While this approach only requires the evaluation of energies and forces for 

the P replicas, and properties converge to the quantum limit with increasing P, the convergence 

is rather slow. In the case of water at ambient conditions P=32 is typically used for calculations 

with flexible water monomers which is enough to obtain reasonably converged properties like 

the quantum kinetic and potential energies and RDFs(4, 15, 135, 178). Other quantities might 

converge at a slower rate. For example in the case of liquid water, converging the heat capacity 

to reasonable accuracy at ambient conditions typically requires P~128(15, 179, 180). The 

second-order approximation is the most common implementation of PIMD and is the one 

employed in most software packages that offer PIMD as an option. However, as discussed 

below, in many cases its efficiency can be enhanced by combining it with techniques such as 

reweighting, colored noise thermostats or ring polymer contraction based approaches. 

 

 4.1.2 Higher-Order Approximation: In order to improve the speed of convergence of path 

integrals with P, the use of higher-order approximations to Trotter’s expansion have been 

investigated in detail over the last decades. As discussed by several authors(181-184), the use of 

higher-order approximations (beyond second-order) invariably leads to nested commutators of 

the kinetic and potential energy, which in turn lead to complicated operators that are hard to 

evaluate in practice for general potentials. Even the simplest of these expansions, proposed by 

Takahashi and Imada(185), contains a term proportional to the square modulus of the force 

acting on the atoms. While its use in PIMC methods is possible, its use in PIMD is limited since 
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the derivative of this term in the Hamiltonian needed to generate the dynamics to sample the 

phase space requires calculating the first-order derivatives of the force, i.e. the Hessian matrix. 

Hence, for most potentials, any gain obtained by an improved convergence of properties with P 

is typically lost by the much more costly evaluation of the Hessian. For this reason, higher-order 

approximations to the thermal density matrix have been used only sporadically. 

An interesting alternative to the use of high-order expansions in PIMD is the use of re-

weighted estimators(16, 186, 187). In this case, estimators derived from a high-order 

approximation are evaluated using a re-weighting procedure with trajectories obtained from 

second-order PIMD calculations. This avoids the need for Hessian matrices if they do not appear 

in the estimators themselves, since the trajectories are propagated using the simple Trotter PIMD 

Hamiltonian. While this scheme has been shown to lead to reduced efficiency as the system size 

grows with the benefit becoming negligible around 100 water molecules(188), it can be 

extremely useful for smaller systems when extremely accurate convergence of NQEs is required. 

 

4.1.3 Accelerated Path Integrals with Generalized Langevin Equations: Generalized Langevin 

equations (GLE) have recently been suggested as highly tunable thermostats in classical MD 

simulations(189, 190), and have been extended to non-equilibrium thermostat schemes that can 

be used to mimic nuclear quantum fluctuations in quasi-harmonic systems(191, 192). 

Furthermore, it has been shown that a combination of path-integral molecular dynamics and 

generalized Langevin equations (PI+GLE) can be conceived, which for harmonic systems yields 

virtually exact structural properties with any number of replicas, and is guaranteed to converge to 

Trotter path integrals in the limit of large P15 (since in this limit the effect of the non-equilibrium 

GLE disappears leaving the standard second order expression). Since the GLE term effectively 
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guarantees convergence of the harmonic terms, only anharmonicities need to be recovered 

directly by increasing the number of beads, leading to a dramatic reduction in the number of 

replicas required for convergence. This idea was later extended to also provide accurate 

estimates for momentum-dependent observables, such as the quantum kinetic energy 

(PIGLET)16. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, for liquid water at ambient conditions, PIGLET 

with P=6 already leads to well-converged properties. The additional computation necessary to 

implement the PIGLET thermostat is small compared to the evaluation of the forces in most 

systems, leading to a negligible overhead. PIGLET is thus currently one of the most effective 

approaches to incorporate NQEs in the calculation of static properties.  

 

4.1.4 Ring Polymer Contraction: Another alternative to accelerate the cost of converging PIMD 

calculations is the use of the Ring Polymer Contraction (RPC) approach(11-13). The main idea 

of RPC, which shares some similarities with the ideas behind multiple time-step algorithms in 

classical MD simulations(193), is to break up the interaction into stiff and soft components, and 

use the Trotter expansion in such a way that the stiff components, such as chemical bonds, are 

evaluated with a smaller value of . This can be easily seen in the following partitioning of the 

density matrix: 

 ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ 2 22 2stiff stiffsoft soft

n
V T VV VH n n ne e e e e e

         . 

In this case, the stiff interaction is evaluated n times more than the soft interaction. Since the soft 

component is slowly varying in space compared to the stiff component, it can then be evaluated 

on a contracted ring polymer, consisting of fewer beads P’=P/n, with negligible loss in accuracy. 

If the stiff component is chosen such that it can be evaluated much more quickly than the soft 

component, which is only evaluated P’ times, then one can substantially decrease the cost of the 
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calculation. One of the main benefits of this idea is that it can be combined with almost any other 

PIMD approach, including those presented above, leading to dramatic improvements in the 

efficiency of path integral simulations. The main challenge is the need to divide the interaction 

into stiff and soft contributions. In the case of liquid water at ambient conditions, using a an 

empirical water potential(4), RPC makes it possible to evaluate the intra-molecular part of the 

potential on the full P=32 ring polymer, while the expensive long-range electrostatic interactions 

can be computed just once, on the centroid.(12, 13) RPC approaches are thus highly appealing to 

use whenever possible and have been implemented in the i-PI program(194) and the Graphical 

Processing Unit (GPU) accelerated OpenMM code(195, 196). Owing to the need to separate the 

time-scales present in the potential energy, the application of RPC to ab initio PIMD simulations 

has provided more of a challenge. However, recent work has shown that RPC can be used to 

dramatically accelerate both DFT(139) and MP2(197) calculations, while retaining chemical 

reactivity, by using a reference potential to create a smooth difference force which can then be 

evaluated on the contracted ring polymer. 

 

4.1.5 Other approximations: The approximations discussed above represent formally exact 

methods in the limit of infinite P. As long as one is careful in testing convergence with P, exact 

quantum averages can be obtained for any interaction type and strength. Other methods exist that 

lead to approximate results, but typically at reduced computational cost and complexity. The 

simplest of these approaches is the use of perturbation theory to obtain quantum corrections to 

classical averages such as the Wigner-Kirkwood formula(198, 199). It is worth noting that many 

of these approaches can be easily derived from the path-integral formulation and are associated 

to the re-weighted estimators discussed above when used in combination with classical 
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simulations instead of second-order expansions. Another closely related approach is the use of 

Feynman-Hibbs effective potentials and similar ways to incorporate NQEs approximately 

through renormalized interactions(166, 200). These schemes are typically based on the use of 

high-order expansions for the thermal density matrix to construct corrections to the interactions 

that can be used in an otherwise classical simulation. A very recently introduced approach along 

these lines is to use the expansion of the free energy in orders of ħ (Planck’s constant) to obtain a 

correction to the second-order path integral partition function for a given P(201). This perturbed 

path integral approach was shown to accelerate the convergence of the energy of liquid water 

with convergence achieved at P=6 compared to the usual value of P=32. 

It is also worth mentioning that a number of studies have attempted to account for NQEs 

in water by increasing the temperature of an otherwise classical simulation, for example the use 

of classical results at higher temperatures as a means to reproduce quantum results at T=300 

K(202). This idea can be seen as a “poor man's” version of the most primitive form of a quantum 

GLE (Sec. 4.13), which is based on the idea of simulating ZPE by enforcing a frequency-

dependent effective temperature on different normal modes(191). However, the use of a uniform, 

modified classical temperature misses the strong anisotropy of the quantum momentum 

distribution, and can only reproduce a subset of the quantum properties. Furthermore, in 

hydrogen bonded systems, such as water, that exhibit strong competing quantum effects, even 

the properties that appear correct may be reproduced for the wrong reason, and will be strongly 

dependent on the model chosen to describe inter-atomic forces. For example: the temperature 

shift required to replicate NQEs for the single property of the change in the first peak of the O-O 

RDF of room temperature liquid water was shown to range from 5 K to 40 K depending on the 

water model chosen(84) and one would expect different DFT exchange correlation functionals to 
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show similar varaibility(18). Hence even for a single property the effective temperature change 

needed to account for NQEs can vary wildly(203). 

Hence, while these more ad-hoc approaches eliminate altogether the need for multiple 

replicas, and are therefore as inexpensive as a classical simulation, they do so at the expense of 

introducing uncertainties that are difficult to quantify. This is particularly worrisome in a system 

such as water that involves significant molecular anisotropy and a competition of NQEs along 

different molecular axes. Considering the availability of efficient and systematically converging 

techniques such as the PIGLET and RPC we expect the need to such approximate approaches 

will be much decreased in the future. 

 

4.2 Simulating Quantum Dynamical Properties 

When it comes to including NQEs in simulations of dynamical (time-dependent) properties the 

currently tractable computational techniques are much less reliable. In the case of gas-phase 

aqueous systems and small clusters, high-end benchmark calculations exist(204, 205), that 

demonstrate the dramatic effects of quantum coherence on the very low-temperature vibrational 

spectrum of hydrogen-bonded systems. Unfortunately, since the cost of these exact methods 

grows exponentially with the dimensionality of the problem, one has to resort to approximate 

methods to treat the condensed phases of water. In the study of chemical reactions at very low 

temperature quantum instanton techniques(206) provide a robust framework to include ZPE and 

tunneling effects on reaction rates, but they are not easily extended to room temperature and the 

liquid state. In practice, the techniques that have been used more often to approximately describe 

quantum dynamics in water can be roughly classified in two different classes.  
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One class of methods treat a subset of the degrees of freedom quantum mechanically, 

embedding this quantum subsystem into the bulk environment which is treated as static or as 

evolving in time according to classical dynamics. This family of techniques includes those based 

on the semi-classical theory of lineshapes(207), that have been used with great success to model 

the response of an isolated chromophore in water, comparing successfully with experimental 

techniques ranging from simple infra-red absorption(208) to more sophisticated 

spectroscopies(209). Another possibility is to use the local monomer approximation (LMon), that 

is based on selecting a subset of the local normal modes of one water molecule, computing the 

variations of the potential energy and the dipole moment as a function of the distortion of the 

molecule along these coordinates, and solving the Schrödinger equation for these modes in a 

fixed electrostatic environment(210, 211). 

The other classes of methods treat the whole system on equal footing, but heavily 

approximate the underlying nuclear dynamics. These methods typically utilize imaginary-time 

PIMD trajectories (Sec. 4.1) to construct initial configurations consistent with quantum statistics, 

from which approximate trajectories are then initiated to calculate the relevant time correlation 

function for the dynamical property of interest. Linearized semi-classical initial value 

representation methods use Newtonian dynamics to evolve these trajectories in time(212-215), 

which in the case of liquid water has been shown to be seriously affected by issues arising from 

unphysical ZPE leakage(216). Very recently, a modified formulation of this approach, Matsubara 

dynamics, has been introduced that preserves detailed balance and might help formulate more 

rigorous approximations of quantum dynamics(217, 218).  

Another possibility involves the use of modified forms of PIMD to generate approximate real-

time correlation functions. Ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) simply evolves the ring 
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polymer according to the discretized path integral Hamiltonian(9, 219-221), while centroid 

molecular dynamics (CMD) approximates the centroid-density dynamics by evolving the center 

of mass of the ring polymer over the potential of mean force obtained by averaging over the 

internal fluctuations of the ring polymer(222-224). Both techniques can be shown to yield exact 

quantum dynamics in some simple limiting cases, and some progress has been made towards 

giving formal justification to their use(217, 225, 226). In general they can be expected to be 

more reliable for the evaluation of quantum corrections to long-time dynamical properties (e.g. 

diffusion coefficients). CMD and RPMD have been used to study diffusion and rotational 

relaxation in neat water(4, 135, 227), and CMD has been applied together with a multi-state 

empirical valence bond potential to study the dynamics of the excess proton in bulk water(104). 

However, both methods have been shown to exhibit serious artifacts when used to compute 

properties that are related to non-linear operators and high-frequency vibrations(228-235). The 

latter problem can be mitigated by attaching thermostats to the internal modes of the ring 

polymer, a technique that can be seen as being half-way between RPMD and CMD(236).  In 

fact, one can see that as long as one avoids stepping outside of each method’s comfort zone, 

CMD and thermostated RPMD give results that are consistent with each other and with methods 

based on a quantum description of a subset of the degrees of freedom(236). NQEs are 

indispensable if one wants to achieve a quantitatively-accurate description of the dynamical 

properties of water, but the differences between the various methods are comparable to those one 

should expect from performing simulations on an imperfect potential energy surface. 

 

4.3 Computational Infrastructure and Codes to Include Nuclear Quantum Effects 
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One of the aspects that hinder more widespread modeling of NQEs in simulations of water arises 

from the technical complexities of performing a path-integral simulation - particularly in 

conjunction with a first-principles solution of the electronic structure.  A few major codes for 

atomistic simulations provide some implementation of PIMD(195, 196, 237-243), but often these 

implementations do not cover the whole spectrum of techniques discussed in this review, or are 

not very actively maintained. A possible solution to this issue could come from a more modular 

design of the codes. A very convenient feature of PIMD is that the technicalities of the 

implementation do not involve a tight coupling with the internal workings of how inter-atomic 

forces within each replica are computed. Hence, it is possible to separate the details of path-

integral methods and those of the force calculation, and develop a library of full-fledged PIMD 

routines that simply rely on one of the existing atomistic simulation packages to compute energy 

and forces for a given configuration of the atoms. i-PI is a recently-developed package that 

implements this idea in a radical way, using inter-process communication and a client-server 

design, so that any electronic structure or force field code can be easily patched to act as an 

energy and force back-end to quantum simulations of nuclear statistics and dynamics(194).  The 

same idea could be realized in a more closely integrated manner whenever the force back-end 

provides a standardized library interface. 

 

5. Outlook and Ongoing Challenges 

The past decade has seen some significant advances in our characterization and understanding of 

NQEs in water. The challenge of the next decade will be to exploit these advances to provide a 

complete picture of water’s NQEs in all regions of its phase diagram, in particular the deeply 

supercooled regime where these effects might be expected to be particularly important, as well as 
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in its solvation properties and in broken symmetry environments such as interfaces and in 

confinement. These environments can require longer time-scales and larger system sizes to 

simulate and have thus proved elusive but with recent developments are now within reach. It will 

be interesting to see how the competition between quantum effects in water is mediated by such 

environments. Finally, below we highlight three areas which we believe are essential to develop 

in order to obtain a more complete understanding of NQEs in water. 

 

5.1 Experiments 

DINS has revealed the momentum distribution of protons, and can be compared to path integral 

simulations(17, 30, 34, 47, 132, 134). Furthermore, this has illuminated competing quantum 

effects(2, 4, 7, 30). However, there remains some ambiguity associated with interpreting the 

DINS experiments. Going from the data to robust (i.e. non-controversial) spatial probability 

distributions for protons, particularly ones involving proton delocalization needs to be improved. 

In addition, new experiments that have probed isotope effects in deeply supercooled 

water have shown divergences between the static length-scales in D2O and H2O as well as a 

series of other intriguing observations(35, 73). Given that a number of quantum effects have 

been demonstrated in the dynamics of other glassy quantum systems arising from quantum ZPE 

“swelling” it will be interesting to see if these play a role in supercooled water(244, 245). 

 

5.2 Potential Energy Surfaces 

Path integral simulations will only be as good at the potential energy surfaces that they use. 

NQEs such as tunneling are particularly sensitive to the energy barrier for proton transfer. For 

example, we described work that shows how calculated isotope effects vary significantly with 
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the DFT exchange-correlation functional that is used. This is because the potential energy 

surface, particularly with respect to the proton transfer co-ordinate, is quite sensitive to the 

oxygen-oxygen separation, and to the level of quantum chemical theory. For example for H3O2
- 

the PBE functional predicts a shared symmetric proton even in classical MD simulations whereas 

more accurate simulations using second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) or the 

BLYP functional show that the protons actually exhibit a double-well potential(7). This becomes 

particularly important for properties that are determined by rare events (i.e. thermal and quantum 

fluctuations to short hydrogen bonds). The development of new DFT exchange correlation 

functionals and the ability to use hybrid functionals(202, 246, 247) with van der Waals 

corrections(146, 248-250) offers one such opportunity. In addition recent developments in 

electronic structure theory and ongoing increases in computational power have made simulations 

using MP2 theory possible for condensed phase water(251) while recent algorithms have also 

improved its scaling(252). For small gas phase molecules higher-level methods, such as coupled 

cluster theory, can also be utilized with PIMD simulations(253). In addition recent simulations of 

liquid water using highly accurate quantum Monte Carlo surfaces suggest that PIMD simulations 

of this kind might soon become practical(254). New accurate intermolecular potential energy 

surfaces, such as MB-pol, also present new opportunities for identifying more accurately the role 

of NQEs in pure water(27, 255-257). 

 

5.3 Methods and software to efficiently include nuclear quantum effects 

The combination of advanced path integral algorithms with ongoing significant increases in 

computational power and the exploitation of novel computational architectures such as GPUs(55, 

258-260), now allow ab initio PIMD simulations on condensed phase aqueous systems of 100s 
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of atoms to be performed on a fairly routine basis. This, combined with the wider availability of 

codes to perform such calculations will extend our ability to obtain much more detailed sampling 

and to reach the system sizes needed to simulate liquid water at interfaces with other materials. 

Owing to the larger range of hydrogen bond strengths and hence modulation in the ZPE, in these 

environments one might expect to see pronounced NQEs. These developments will also allow 

simulations to reach the time-scales needed to start to probe the role of quantum effects in more 

slowly relaxing environment where rare-events, which are often greatly enhanced by NQEs, give 

rise to relaxation. 

 The ability to treat the quantum dynamics of aqueous system however still remains 

elusive and although methods like CMD and RPMD can be easily applied to aqueous systems 

and appear to give reliable results for properties such as diffusion constants, rates and 

reorientation times their performance on infra-red spectra leaves cause for concern. It will be 

interesting to see if the new generation of ensemble conserving linearized path integral methods 

such as the Feynman-Kleinert Quasi-Classical Wigner method(261), Path Integral Liouville 

Dynamics(262) or Matsubara dynamics(218) will yield more accurate results for such properties 

when directly applied to water or if they may yield directions as to how to improve existing 

methods such as RPMD and CMD. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Experimentally observed isotope effects in water.  Values for H2O and D2O, as well as 

T2O and H2
18O when data is available, are compared. The values given are at 25 ˚C unless 

otherwise stated, and the values in parentheses are % shifts relative to H2O. 

Property H2O D2O T2O H2
18O Reference 

Bond energies 

(kJ/mol) 

(gas phase) 

458.9 466.4 

(1.6%) 

  (263) 
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Dipole moment  

(Debye)  

(gas phase) 

1.855 1.855   (264) 

Vibrational freq. 

(cm-1) 

(gas phase) 

3657.1 

1594.7 

3755.9 

2671.6 

1178.4 

2787.7 

2237.2 

995.4 

2366.6 

3649.7 

1588.3 

3741.6 

(162, 163) 

Water dimer 

dissociation 

energy (kJ/mol) 

(gas phase) 

13.22  14.88 (12.7%)   (265-267) 

Melting point, Tm  

(1 atm) 

273.15 K 276.97 K 

(1.40%) 

277.64 

(1.64%) 

273.46 

(0.11%) 

(68, 69, 

163) 

Temperature of 

Maximum Density 

277.13 K 284.34 K 

(2.60%) 

286.55 K 

(3.40%) 

277.36 K 

(0.08%) 

(268, 269) 

Critical 

temperature 

647.10 K 643.85 K 

(-0.50%) 

641.66 K 

(-0.84%) 

 (68, 163) 

Molar density  

 

55.35 mol/L 55.14 mol/L 

(-0.38%) 

55.08 mol/L 

(-0.49%) 

55.42 mol/L 

(0.13%) 

(68, 270) 

Molar density at 

TMD 

55.52 mol/L  55.22 mol/L 

(-0.53%) 

55.17 mol/L 

(-0.63%) 

55.59 mol/L 

(0.13%) 

(68, 269) 

Liquid/vapor 

surface tension 

(N/m) 

0.07198  0.07187 

(-0.15%) 

  (68) 

Specific heat 

capacity, Cv  

74.54 84.42 

(13.2%) 

  (68, 271) 
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(J/(K mol)) 

Translation 

diffusion (Å2/ps)  

0.230 0.177 

(-23.0%) 

 0.219 

(-6.1%) 

(272-274) 

Rotational 

diffusion (rad2/ps) 

0.104 0.086 

(-17%) 

  (275) 

Dielectric 

relaxation time 

@20 ˚C (ps) 

9.55 12.3 

(29%) 

  (276) 

Viscosity  

(mPa s) 

0.8904 1.0966 

(23.2%) 

 0.9381 

(5.4%) 

(68, 269) 

Acidity 

pH / pD 

7.00 7.43 

 

7.6  

 

(68, 69) 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Competing quantum effects in the hydrogen bonding between two water molecules. 

There are two qualitatively different contributions to the vibrational ZPE. One is associated with 

the O-H stretch, shown on the left. The second contribution comes from the two bending 

vibrational modes: one in the plane of the water molecule, shown on the right, and the other 

perpendicular to the plane. As the distance, R, between the oxygen atoms decreases the stretch 

contribution decreases and the bend increases. Consequently, the two contributions respectively 

strengthen and weaken the hydrogen bond. 
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Figure 2. Secondary geometric NQEs in H-bonds. (a) Differences between the heavy-atom 

distances (R) in a H-bond from MD (with classical nuclei) and PIMD simulations (with quantum 

nuclei) (RC-RQ) vs. H-bond strength (defined as the ratio of the X-H stretching frequency in the 

H-bonded cluster to that in the free monomer). A positive value means that the H-bond is shorter 

when NQEs are incorporated. For the HF clusters, labels 1–5 refer to the H-bonds in the dimer to 

the hexamer. For the water clusters, labels 1, 2, 3a, and 3b refer to the H-bonds in the dimer, 

pentamer, and the long (short) H-bond in the octamer. For the charged clusters, labels 1–4 refer 

to H9O5-, H9O4+, H7O4- and H2H5- respectively. For the organic dimers, labels 1a, 1b, and 2 

refer to the redshifted and blueshifted H-bond in formamide and the H-bond in formic acid. For 

the solids, labels 1–3 refer to the H-bonds in HCl, HF, and squaric acid. This figure has been 

adapted from Ref. (7) (b) Dependence of the secondary geometric isotope effect on the O-O 

distance R. This refers to the change in the O-O distance with H/D substitution (RD-RH). 

Experimental data for a range of different compounds is compared to the magnitude calculated 

from the simple diabatic state model(2, 3). The solid curve is the prediction when only the ZPE 
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of the O-H stretch is taken into account and the dashed curve when the O-H bend modes are also 

taken into account. Note that for weak hydrogen bonds the effect changes sign, i.e. weak 

hydrogen bonds get stronger with H/D substitution. This figure has been adapted from Ref. (2) 

(Copyright 2014 AIP Publishing). This figure illustrates how in water the overall NQE is 

relatively small due to competing quantum effects.  

 

Figure 3. Radial distribution functions of liquid water for H2O (blue line) and D2O (green line) 

at 296 K obtained from refinement of neutron and x-ray scattering experiments. D2O has a higher 
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first peak in the O-O radial distribution function suggesting it forms a more structured liquid. 

This figure was created from the data in Ref. (80). 

 

 

Figure 4. Radial distribution functions obtained from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations 

of liquid water at 300K, including nuclear quantum effects (black line) or with classical nuclei 

(red line). Panel (a) shows the results for revPBE functional with the PBE D3 vdW corrections 

(revPBE-D3(PBE)) obtained from a 100 ps simulation using ab initio ring polymer contraction. 

Panel (b) reports results obtained for BLYP with D3 vdW corrections (BLYP-D3) using a 150 ps 

classical parallel tempering run from which four independent quantum trajectories of 25 ps using 

six beads and PIGLET thermostatting were launched (a total of 100 ps of PIMD following the 

classical equilibration). Panel (c) reports slices of the 3D O-O distribution function along the 

plane of the molecule (xy) and the perpendicular plane (xz), for BLYP-D3; the color scale and 

the black contours correspond to the simulations with quantum nuclei, and the red dashed 

contours corresponds to the same density values but refer to a classical simulations. Arrows 

highlight the changes in probability distribution triggered by including NQEs. 
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Figure 5. Liquid-vapor isotope fractionation ratio versus temperature from experiment(277) and 

theory(6, 18). Variation in the temperature corresponds to moving along the liquid-vapor 

coexistence curve. In the temperature range shown (up to 600 K) the density of the liquid phase 

changes by a factor of ~3. Hence, there is a significant variation in the O-O distance, and the 

strength of the hydrogen bonding. Around 500 K the experiments show an inversion in the 

fractionation ratio indicating D is preferentially found in the gas phase above that temperature.  
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Figure 6. Evidence for strong quantum effects for water adsorbed on metal surfaces. Left: 

Simulation results for selected structural properties of extended water-hydroxyl overlayers on 

metal surfaces. Probability distributions of O-H [(a), (c), (e)] and O-O distances [(b), (d), (f)] on 

Pt, Ru, and Ni at 160 K, as obtained from MD with classical nuclei (labeled classical, black solid 

lines) and PIMD [labeled quantum, (red) dashed lines]. On the bottom right snapshots for typical 

spatial configurations of the overlayer on Pt (g), and Ni (h) obtained from PIMD (with every 

atom represented by 16 beads) are shown. On Pt and Ru at any given snapshot one proton is 

equally shared by two of the O’s yielding an intermediate HO-H-OH-like complex. On Ni at any 

given snapshot several protons can simultaneously be shared between the oxygens. Panels (a)-(h) 

are adapted from Ref. (91) (Copyright 2010 American Physical Society). Upper right: Scanning 

tunneling microscopy images before (i) and after (j) the formation of a water-hydroxyl dimer on 

Cu(110). Reprinted with permission from Ref. (92) (Copyright 2010 American Physical 
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Society). The symmetric nature of the dimer in j implies that the hydrogen between the two 

oxygens in this structure is shared symmetrically. Figure created from. 

 

Figure 7. Representation of the imaginary time path integral isomorphism exploited in PIMD, 

RPMD and CMD. Each replica (bead) of the system is connected by harmonic springs to its 

adjacent replica. Note that due to the cyclic boundary conditions the Pth (last) ring polymer 

replica is connected to the first one. 
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Figure 8. The quantum contribution to the potential energy, and to the kinetic energy of 

hydrogen and oxygen atoms as computed by the centroid virial estimator for a simulation of a 

flexible water model(4) at T=298 K, plotted as a function of the number of beads. Note the much 

accelerated convergence rate of the kinetic energy when using PIGLET compared to PI+GLE. 

(Adapted from Ref. (14)) 
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